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The PowerScore GMAT Sentence Correction Bible is the most comprehensive book available for

the Sentence Correction section of the GMAT. The grammar lessons contained in the Sentence

Correction Bible are representative of the techniques covered in PowerScore's live courses and

have consistently been proven effective for thousands of our students.   The book features and

explains a detailed methodology for attacking all aspects of Sentence Correction questions,

including recognizing errors in parts of speech, the proper way to correct single and multiple errors,

strategies for determining possible errors, and techniques for quickly eliminating answer choices as

you solve the questions. Entire chapters are devoted to potential errors in common parts of speech. 

The following grammar concepts and errors are covered in detail:
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The author, Victoria Wood, has a degree in Education and English, with over 10 years of experience

teaching English and Test Preparation. As an expert in test preparation and the English language,

she has overseen the instruction of thousands of students and is currently a course developer for

PowerScore Test Preparation.

Tried many GMAT Verbal books. This one definitely provided the prospective and support

necessary for increasing my verbal score. Would recommend to anyone trying to improve their

GMAT score. I found myself going back to this book to understand incorrect answers from my



practice exams.

This book is one of the addition to my prep materials. For SC, the book starts from basics and tests

advanced concepts as well. Good read and worth buying.

This book saved my GMAT score. I took classes, studied by myself, and struggled with sentence

correction but none of them worked until this book. This book will teach you american english from

the ground up and the book also includes useful practice questions and detailed explanations. The

book really pushes you to think like a GMAT test writer and helps you to spot all the errors. Get this

book for your sentence correction and look at the manhattan GMAT quants for your math.

This book is very good to build foundation in SC. I find it useful as a reference and quick review.

I just recently studied for the GMAT and I have seen a lot of various books and by far this one is the

best for increasing your score on sentence correction. It is packed with great examples and is easy

to read and follow. I would recommend this book to anyone studying for the GMAT. A+++++

This is the best GMAT SC perp book available in the market. In depth coverage of GMAT area

though it might be basic for some. It takes each area in SC, for e.g modifiers, verbs, irregular verbs,

pronouns, idioms etc and offers fundamentals and few examples. Use this book along with other

available material and you are ready to crack SC exam.Don't buy1. If you are looking for a grammer

book.2. If you are good in grammer and looking for question bank.Overall I will recommend for

people who are out of touch with english grammer and want to tackle GMAT SC in minimum

possible timeframe.

If you have been out of college for more than 5 years and your current job does not require you to

write professional letters often, this is a great book to use for brushing up on good ole grammar! I

found it to truly help my overall gmat verbal score(I was in the 85th percentile). It was good to review

prior to jumping into the OG and Kaplan. If you need need a serious grammar review this book is for

you. It is to be used as a learning tool not a strategy tool!

A good book to start and build confidence but not thorough enough. Still it's better than the other

books that are littering the bookstores, in my opinion it wouldn't help to get a 700+ score, for more



depth and thorough details go with Manhattan SC hands down.
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